
“ ”

determine the process’s legality under international law. Without 



“ ”

A “double tap” drone strike involves bombing a suspected military 



’ ‘ ’

’ , “ ?”
’

–

’

“Kill ’ t Out Later:” Signature Drone Strikes 

–
Article 3 “has been recognised

Court, as well as by the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia”); 

(defining “war crimes” to include “[i]ntentionally directing attacks 
against civilian objects”)



–

, ¶ 24 (“Although a particular drone strike may satisfy the 

us constitutive parts of international law are met.”).



“ , or ordering to be committed, any of the grave breaches” of 



3, using ICTY’s interpretations as a guide.

regime is ultimately no better than “might makes right” 

hen they were first used to perform “target acquisition, 

guided missiles discharged” from convention aircraft.

–



response, in which it “recommended 

in one entity,” presumably under the Department of Defense , “in 

congressional oversight.”
noted, the United States did precisely the opposite: the CIA’s involvement 

created an “almost autonomous and at 
best minimally accountable force” in the form of the Joint Special 

—

States’ Response to International Reproach Based on the Realism

’

’
–



‘One Hell of a Killing Machine’: 
’ 89, 90 (2013) (stating that in personality strikes “the CIA has a ‘high 

degree of confidence’ that it knows th et”).
note 2, ¶ 72 (“In some cases, people may be targeted without their 

identities being known, based on insignia or conduct.”); Vegas Tenold, 

and claiming that they are not “very accurate”).

(“In 2010, for example, Reuters reported that of the 500 
‘militants’ killed by drones between 2008 and 2010, only 8% were the kind ‘top

’ or ‘mid ’
killed.”).

Get the Data: Obama’s Terror 



One witness recounted, “When we went to where 

”

investigation by Amnesty International, “18 people were killed in the 

to her leg.”

conduct. In Pakistan alone, “

Al Jazeera.”

’

–



These named targets come from the notorious “kill list” kept by 

“unless there is explicit intelligence posthumously provin
innocent.”

other words, whether a person is “targetable under international 

–
Secret ‘Kill List’ Proves a Test of Obama’s Principles 

’s claim, an 

“

’ ,”
“We’

’
’ ”

Dissecting Obama’s Standard on Drone Strike Deaths

Afghanistan, “[i]f there is no evidence that proves a person killed in a st

hey label them [enemies killed in action]”).
22.3.2 (Paulus, Ad Edictum 69) (“Ei incumbit probatio qui dicit, non qui negat.”).

’
–



directly participating in hostilities”

the “cardinal 
” of international humanitarian law, double

–
(noting that the principle of distinction “is articulated most 

clearly in Article 51(2) of the First Additional Protocol (AP I), which provides that ‘
population as such, as well as individual civilians, shall not be the object of attack’”



IHL’s 

“all and.”

, ¶ 22 (“The most immediate protection for the right to life is 

onditions have been fulfilled.”).
’

’



has a “continuous combat function” test that can be used to 

must not cause “incidental loss of civilian life [or] injury to civilians” that 
is disproportional to the “concrete and direct military advantage anticipated” 

ć

’

’
293, 301 n.43 (2012) (“The idea that an armed conflict may only exist when a minimum threshold 

intensity and the organization of the forces involved.”).

– Int’l Crim. Trib. for the Former 
May 7, 1997) (“[A]n armed conflict exists whenever there is a resort to armed force 

such groups within a State.”); 



Furthermore, the “default legal regime” is 

“more permissive use of force under international human tarian law” 
While it is likely the case that “

international humanitarian law,”

, “
necessary to protect against an imminent threat to life.”

a hostage situation, under IHRL, “premeditated killing
would generally be unlawful.”
state cannot “consent to the violation of their obligations” under 

(“The armed violence should not be sporadic or isolated, but protracted.”); ’
“A ”
Tadić definition “has been adopted by other international bodies 

since then”); Craig A. Bloom, 
’ – Tadić’s “grou

has been widely used since 1995 as a test for the characterization of armed conflict”).
Prosecutor v. Tadić (Int’l Crim. Trib. for the 

(“[A]n 

the group and is subject to the authority of the head of the group.”)

’ 69, 79 (“[C]ommon Article 3
armed groups are able to demonstrate a degree of organization . . . .”)

(“In IHL’s absence IHRL would apply, as would the law enforcement 
ender offer.”).

¶ 40 (“The right to life as provided under international human rights 
continues to apply in times of armed conflict . . . .”).

international human rights proportionality requirement to that of police officers who “shoot to kill 

force necessary)”).
–

resorting to lethal force rather than arresting or capturing suspected terrorists is “a breach of
Article 2 . . . of the Convention”).



tates’

2001, this status was lost during the organization’s “subsequent 

cells.” Other commentators note that “the relative inf

2001]” does not satisfy the intensity requirement mandated by Tadić

’
’

(“In the face of the evidence provided by the Plaintiffs as 
existence of an armed conflict, the government’s bald assertion to the contrary 

cannot stand.”).

’ ) (“It 

armed group must itself be an active party in the conflict; like a tango, it takes two to war.”).
, ¶ 66 (“Some argue that the core Al

in itself, a sufficiently organized armed group.”)

1 (2010) (“And most certainly, individual terrorist 
carried out on the basis of an ‘Al model’ cannot be attributed to Al

international armed conflict of global reach.”).
, ¶ 68 (“Even those who sup

the threshold of intensity required for the application of the law of armed conflict.”).

IHRL, “[t]he necessity requirement imposes an obligation to minimize the level of force used, 

restraint and capture”).



Tadić—“protracted armed violence 
between governmental authorities and organized armed groups” —

IHRL’s requirement that a killing be 
, with its corresponding obligation that a state “minimize the level of 

for example, the use warnings, restraint and capture.”

– , at 139 (“In Pakistan, 
armed conflict with these States.”). 

—

Tadić, Int’l Crim. 

–08 (“[A]ll three branches of government, in both 

armed conflict governed by the laws of war.”
–33 (“This means that under human rights law, a targeted 

officials cannot be legal . . . .”).



—

IHL recognizes two types of armed conflict: Article 2’s “armed 

Parties,” 3’s “conflict not of an international 

Parties.”

“
”

¶ 53 (“It is important to emphasize, however, 

such use of force.”); ¶ 57 (“[T]he intensity of the armed violence is an issue that is determined 
case basis.”).

, at 108 (“The question of the legality of extra

force against a particular target.”).

’ 509, 510 (2015) (concluding that the “claim that human rights law does not apply 
war is decidedly false and cannot be taken seriously”).

’



“

such groups only.”

—

“

by sickness, wounds, detention, or any other cause.”

’

– ’
(“Although the official commentaries accompanying 

protection to rebels involved in one kind of ‘conflict not of an international character,’ 
‘that the scope of application of the Article must be as 

wide as possible.’
‘especially [to] cases of civil war, colonial conflicts, or wars of ligion’

range of rights than did earlier proposed iterations.” 
Preux et al., Int’l Comm. of the Red Cross, Commentary: 

Assistant Att’

(“There is substantial reason to think that this language refers 

within its territory.”).

international armed conflict, “Common Article 3, then, is applicable”).

that “[t]he wounded and sick shall be 
”).



“an act or omission.”

been defined as “the death of the victim resulting from an act or omissi

death.”
r “wilful killing” under 

ć Če Int’l Crim. 
Feb. 26, 2001) (“Articles 2 and 3 of the Statute set forth 

occurred.”); Prosecutor v. Furundž Int’l Crim. Trib. 
Dec. 10, 1998) (“It is well established that for international 

conflict is irrelevant.”).
Kordić ¶ 32 (“[I]n order for a particular crime to qualify as a 

”
ć Int’l Crim. Trib. for the 

Dec. 14, 1999) (“Common Article 3 protects ‘[p]ersons
in the hostilities’ including persons ‘placed 
any other cause.’  Victims of . . . bodily harm . . . placed 

ommon Article 3.”
Kordić ¶ 229 (“To satisfy the 

disregard of human life.”).
ć Int’l Crim. Trib. for the 

ć
Kordić ¶ 233 (“[T]he elements of the offence of ‘murder’ under 

Article 3 of the Statute are similar to those which define a ‘wilful killing’ under Article 2 of the 

rected against a ‘protected person’ but against a person ‘taking no active part in the 
hostilities.’”).



“the 

negligence.” Similarly, under Article 5, a “result is intended when it is 
the actor’s purpose, or the actor is aware that it will occur in the ordinary 
course of events.”

onvention of 1949 defines “grave 
breaches” as those “involving

necessity” against individuals protected by the 

crime is any conduct “which constitutes a grave breach of common 

character.”

“
”

—

š ć Int’l Crim. Trib. for the 
Mar. 3, 2000) (“The intent, or 

to death.”).

š ć Int’l Crim. Trib. for 
Jan. 14, 2000) (“The requisite 

isregard of human life.”).

(“[ ‘ ’
ommon Article 3 . . . .”)

–



Finally, “The circumstances referred to in subsection (a) are that the 

”

327 U.S. 1, 15 (1946) (“It is evident that the conduct of military operations by troops whose 

.”); Hilao v. Estate of 
Marcos, 103 F.3d 767, 777 (9th Cir. 1996) (“The principle of ‘ ’

s committed in wartime . . . .”).



off on “the more complex and 
risky strikes in Pakistan.”
“kill list.”
requires that contracting parties “undertake to enact any legislation 

Convention defined in the following Article,” namely, Article 50

not only to those who “intentionally kill[],” but also to those who 
“conspire[] or attempt[] to kill.”

The nexus element requires that the alleged violation “be 
‘closely related’ to the hostilities.” If the term “hostilities” is

“closely 
related” to the hostilities. Fu
the President’s current war powers,

Behind Obama’s Drone War
Pentagon’s 

creation of “a ‘baseball card’ on the target, which [is] ‘staffed up to higher echelons —
president’”).

–

Prosecutor v. Naletilić ć Int’l 

Hamdan v. Rumsfeld, 548 U.S. 557, 594 (2006) (“[W]e assume that the AUMF 
’ ”)

on Drone Strike Authorization Doesn’t Need to Change, Defense Official Says



either a civilian or someone “placed 
detention, or any other cause” —

) “committed against persons or property protected by the Convention ” 
) “wilful ” and ) “ ot justified by military necessity.”

Furthermore, states are required to take “all feasible 
precautions” before using lethal force to determine whether or not a likely 

“capacity for extended surveillance” increases, meaning that 

has a “continuous combat function” test to determine 

organization’s interpretation of , “with a view to strengthening the 
implementation of the principle of distinction.”
presumes “lasting integration into an armed group.” The ICRC’s 

–

, ¶ 69 (“This encompasses individuals whose continuous 

tion.”).



part in hostilities (“continuous combat function”).

of a party to the conflict: “he or she must at least be a member of the 
armed forces of that group.”

“engage in 
specific acts of direct participation,” they lose protection under 

“must be likely
to an armed conflict or, alternatively,” must reac “

”; (2) “there must be 
harm likely to result” and (3) “the act must b

conflict and to the detriment of another.”
“are not likely to adversely 

”
“must be likely to cause at least death, 

injury, or destruction.”

take “positions that cannot possibly be 

with humanitarian concerns.”

, ¶ 70 (“If the criterion of 

force only if and for so long as he or she is directly participating in hostilities.”).

’ 5, 44 (2010) (“In 



—
—

advantage gained by a strike outweighs the “incidental” loss of life.

“fact sheet” containing references to legal principles and targeting 
The press release contains “preconditions for using 

ce” including, among other things, that the target poses a 
“continuing, imminent threat to U.S. persons,” that there be “near 
certainty” that the target is present, and that there be “near certainty” that 

es incompatible legal standards for conflicts between a state’s 
state armed groups.”).

Obama’s chief 
r, claimed that there had not been “‘a single collateral [civilian] death’ in 

Pakistan since August 2010.” Chris Woods, Drone Strikes in Pakistan: US Claims of ‘No Civilian 
Deaths’ Are Untrue

“exceedingly rare.” Alice K. Ross, 



States’ targeting policy.

said, “ erything about somebody’s 
If you have enough metadata you don’t really need 

.”
Michael Hayden, responded to Baker’s comments by noting, “We kill 
people based on metadata.”

–

— —

– –

‘We Kill People Based on Metadata ’

’

’



—
“There 

was a very bad smell” in the air, 

grandmother’s body parts, another missile struck, approximately nine 
Had Mamana Bibi’s grandchildren not been 

in the two strikes, which occurred within a “few minutes” of each other, 

According to Pakistani intelligence, “

”

–

“
.”

Rapporteur Christof Heyns has noted, “If a signature 
strike rests on ‘

nation, it is clearly unlawful.’”

—
—

“ ”
“ ”

’ –

–

One grandchild recounted, “I miss my grandmother, she used to give us pocket 
money and took us with her wherever she went.” 



“ ”

for each individual, that person’s actions “
” and in such a way as to 

meet the required “thresh ”;
again for each individual, whether there is a “ ” 

“
” from their actions (in this case, generally, rus

to “
” and whether the harm will be “

.”



blind/ (noting that classified JSOC documents “state 
bluntly that SIGINT is an inferior form of intelligence”); Adam Entous et al., 

“
incomplete”)

(“Military and intelligence officials said they did not know 

militants.”).
–



definition of “imminent threat” is troublingly broad: “The evaluation of 
whether an individual presents an ‘imminent threat’ incorporates 

of heading off future disastrous attacks against the United States.”
, such a definition could “amount to a preempti

strike.”

for “wilfull killing” under 
meaning it “

that civilian deaths and injuries caused by drone strikes are “exceedingly rare”), 

– –
(“Every independent investigation of the strikes has found 

han administration officials admit.”).
Att’y Gen. 

Kordić Int’l Crim. Trib. for the 
Feb. 26, 2001) (“[T]he elements of the offence of ‘murder’ under Article 3 of 

a ‘wilful killing’ under Article 2 of the Statute, with 



to serious criminal negligence.” Similarly, under Article 5, a “result is 
intended when it is the actor’s purpose, or the actor is aware that it will 
occur in the ordinary course of events.”

“fulfill U.S. obligations under the four Geneva Conventions of 1949,”

ct defines a “ ”

‘protected person’ but against a person ‘taking no active part in the hostilities.’”).
Blaš ć (Int’l Crim. Trib. for the 

š ć Int’l Crim. Trib. for 

“ ”
’

§ 2441(a) (2012) (“Whoever, whether inside or outside the United Stat

shall also be subject to the penalty of death.”). war crime includes any conduct “which 
constitutes a grave breach of common Article 3.” 



violations incur criminal liability, “the International 

breaches.” “

.”
, “if a targeted killing violates 

‘
’

crimes.”

“
in itself constitutes a violation of that right.”

breaches are acts of “wilfull killing . . . including . . . wilfully causing 
” “against 

protected by the Convention.”

ć
Int’l Crim. Trib. for the Former Yugoslavia 

Prosecutor v. Naletilić ć Int’l 
Mar. 31, 2003) (“[I]t appears from the jurisprudence that 

[C]ommon Article 3 of the Statute entails individual criminal responsibility.”).



mission “must take place in any case in which there have been, or appear 

was planned.”

“near certainty that no civilians will be killed or injured,” a UN report 
“

civilian loss of life.”
finding mission reveals evidence that “discloses 

a formal criminal investigation must be opened.”

US ‘Should Hand Over Footage of Drone Strikes or Face UN Inquiry ’

Commission was responsible for creating a “comprehensive review of 

laws of armed conflict according to international law.” Emmerson, 
’

¶ 43 (“Any criminal investigation must meet the core international human rights law 

adapted to the context.”).



law is not a “government of laws” but is rather a 
“government of men,” 

existence of Israel’s targeted killing program, the Israeli Supreme Court 

required to operate under “strict conditions of verification,” perform 
“post killing independent investigation,” and demonstrate that “the 
killing was carried out so as to prevent harm to civilians.”

–

–

–



“the 

”;

Obama administration’s use of double

note 2, ¶ 96 (“The first step towards securing human rights in this context 
is transparency about the use of drones.”).

’
note 2, ¶ 98 (“The various components of transparency require that the 

criteria for targeting and the authority that approves killings be known . . . .” (foo

–




